Vibrio parahaemolyticus is a human gastrointestinal pathogen that thrives in warm brackish 17 waters and is unusual amongst bacteria in having a population structure that approximates 18 panmixia. We take advantage of this structure to perform a genome-wide screen for 19 coadapted genetic elements. There are 93 groups of coadapted genome fragments were 20 identified, with total length of 1.5 Mb and involved 1,703 coding genes. The great majority of 21 interactions (85%) that we detect are between accessory genes, many involved in 22 carbohydrate transport and metabolism. The rarity of interactions involving the core genome 23 provides evidence for a plug and play-like architecture, in which elements have evolved to be 24 functional immediately on arrival in a new organism. 12% of interaction were observed 25 between core and accessory genome regions. The most complex interactions we identify 26 include hundreds of core genome SNPs as well as accessory genome elements, which are 27 organized into a hierarchical structure that implies progressive coadaptation. These 28 interactions involve genes encoding lateral flagella and cell wall biogenesis, implying that 29 several genetically distinct strategies have evolved for colonizing surfaces. The extensively 30 coadapted genetic elements identified in this study indicated that as in human relationships, 31 coadaptation involves progressively increasing levels of commitment, with the most involved 32 interactions becoming irreversible and presaging speciation. Our approach provides new 33 insight into how selection for phenotypic diversity shapes genetic variation within species. 34 35 Introduction 36
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Introduction 36
The importance of coadaptation to evolution was recognized by Darwin in the 6 th edition of 37
Origin of Species, where he wrote: "In order that an animal should acquire some structure 38 specially and largely developed, it is almost indispensable that several other parts should be 39 modified and coadapted" (1). As Darwin's argument implies, complex phenotypic innovation 40 4 result, mutations that are beneficial only on specific backgrounds have a chance to rise to 66 high frequency on those backgrounds even if they are harmful on others. Epistatic 67 interactions that involve only small selective coefficients s (for example s = 1.0×10 -4 ) can 68 create an imprint on the genome in the form of strong linkage disequilibrium (9). These 69 arguments imply that extensive complex coadaptation can potentially accumulate within a 70 single population. 71
72
Although recombination happens slowly on the timescale of bacterial generations, the Asian 73 population of V. parahaemolyticus has had a large effective population size for at least the 74 last 15,000 years, or approximately 130 million bacterial generations, over which time 75 recombination has been extensive enough to have almost completely scrambled genetic 76 variation (10). As a result, the population is unusual amongst bacteria in that there is 77 approximate linkage equilibrium between most loci greater than 3 kb apart on the 78 chromosome (10). This feature increases the power of tests for interaction based on 79 identifying non-random associations, which relies on identifying the same combination of 80 alleles on independent genetic backgrounds and can therefore be confounded by clonal or 81 population structure unless this is appropriately controlled for. 82
83
We perform a systematic screen for coadaptation in the core and accessory genome, based on 84 a larger sample of genomes than Cui et al. 2015 (11) , here for the first time performing a 85 screen for the co-occurrence of accessory genome elements. We have taken a conservative 86 approach to identifying statistical associations, rigorously filtering the set of genomes used in 87 our discovery dataset to eliminate any hint of population structure. We performed more than 88 14 billion Fisher exact tests between variants in the core and accessory genomes, using a cut-89 5 off of < 10 −10 with the aim of assembling a comprehensive list of common genetic 90 variants that have strong linkage disequilibrium between them due to fitness interactions. 91
92
We find that the great majority of interactions involve small numbers of accessory genome 93 elements, with surprisingly little involvement of the core genome. However, we also identify 94 three complex multi-locus interactions, in which core and accessory genomes have evolved in 95 parallel to create coadapted gene complexes with distinct strategies. We demonstrate the 96 value of hierarchical clustering in characterizing these interactions. Our results demonstrate 97 that V. parahaemolyticus have progressively modified their own fitness landscape through 98 coadaptation and demonstrate the fundamental importance of lateral flagella variation to their 99 ecology. Taken together, our results provide a starting point for systematically investigating 100 fitness landscapes in natural populations while highlighting several methodological 101 challenges. 102
103

Results
104
Detection and characterization of interaction groups 105
To avoid false positives due to population structure, we restricted our initial analysis to the 106 strains from the Asia population, VppAsia, within our global collection of 1,103 isolates 107 (Table S1 ) and iteratively removed isolates until there was no sign of clonal structure 108 (Methods), leading to a discovery dataset of 198 strains (Figure 1a, Figure S1 ). We 109 performed a Fisher exact test of associations between all pairwise combinations of 151,957 110 SNP variants within the core and 14,486 accessory genome elements. As has been observed 111 previously (11), most of strong associations occurred between sites within 3 kb on the 112 chromosome ( Figure 1b) . In order to exclude associations that arise only due to physical 113 linkage, we excluded all sets of associations that spanned less than 3 kb, including between 114 6 accessory genome elements. This left us with 452,849 interactions with < 10 −10 , which 115 grouped into 90 networks of associated elements, all of which involved at least one 116 accessory-genome element, with 8 also including core genome SNPs and 38 of which 117 included multiple genome regions. In total these networks included 1,936 SNPs in 110 core 118 genes and 1,593 accessory genome elements (Table 1, Table S2 and Table S3 ). Interacting 119
SNPs were substantially enriched for non-synonymous variants, which is consistent with 120 natural selection being the force generating the linkage disequilibrium we detected. 121
122
The largest network (network 1) accounted for the majority of interacting SNPs as well as a 123 significant fraction of accessory genome elements (Table 1) Table S2 . 129
130
We compared our results for core genome interactions with those obtained by SuperDCA, a 131 method that uses Direct Coupling Analysis to identify causal interactions (12, 13), using the 132 default settings for the algorithm. To make the results as directly comparable as possible we 133 used the same 198 isolates that were used for the Fisher exact test. The most important 134 discrepancy is that although IG1 involves perfect associations, with P values as low as 1.4× 135
10
-30 , the coupling strengths are lower than for the other groups we identified and none 136 appear amongst the top 5,000 couplings. This discrepancy is due the large number of SNPs 137 involved with similar association patterns, which means that coupling values are distributed 138 between them (Figure 1d, Figure S3 ). Excluding IG1 SNPs, there is a strong correlation 139 7 between SuperDCA coupling strengths and Fisher exact test P values (Figure 1e ). At a 140 stringent cutoff of 10 -2.2 , SuperDCA identifies the same multi-locus interactions as Fisher 141 exact test does at < 10 −10 , with a few SNPs excluded (Figure 1f ). The significance 142 thresholds for both the Fisher exact test and SuperDCA could be relaxed to identify a 143 substantially larger number of true-positive hits, at the likely expense of some false ones, but 144 we do not investigate these associations further here. We also compared our results with 145 those obtained by SpydrPick, a model-free method based on mutual information (MI) (14) . 146
The Fisher exact test P value is almost perfectly correlated with the MI statistic used by 147 
Structure of variation within interaction groups 158
For each interaction group, we investigated how genetic variation was structured within the 159 V. parahaemolyticus population using a larger "non-redundant" set of 469 strains, which 160 includes isolates from all four of the populations identified in (8), but excludes closely related 161
isolates, differing at less than 2,000 SNPs. We performed hierarchical clustering of the strains 162 based on the interaction group variants (Figure 3 , 4, 5, S2). We also used the criterion used 163 by ARACNE and SpydrPick (14, 15) to remove putatively non-causal connections between 164 8 pairs of loci that were mutually connected by statistically more significant connections to 165 third loci than they are to each other. 166
167
The most common type of interaction group is a single accessory genome region of between 168 3 kb (IG53) and 57 kb (IG41), of which there are 52 (Figure 2 ). For example, IG5 consists of 169 10 genes in a single block. 9 of the genes code for various functions related to carbohydrate 170 metabolism and transport while the 10 th is a transcriptional regulator ( Figure 3 and Table S3 ). 171 clonally related strains, which show higher-than-expected copying throughout the genome 207 but without sharp peaks ( Figure S4 ). The composition of accessory genes also differs 208 markedly between eco-groups, in particular because EG1.2 strains has a particularly complex 209 polymorphic region (Ref2-09, 82 kb, Figure 4b ) with substantial variation in gene content 210 between strains, which in total constitutes for a large fraction of the gene content (57 genes) 211 not shared with EG1.1 strains. Based on the annotation of these genes (Table S2) , this region 212 might encode a type II secretion system. 213
214
After removing putatively non-causal connections using the ARACNE criteria (15), there are 215 still too many connections to make causal inferences for IG1 (Table S4) are three distinct strategies, one of which is determined by presence or absence of 257 group_3560, the second is determined by the large number of SNPs and genes in IG1.2 258 discussed above, while the third is too rare in our sample to be categorized, even 259
provisionally, but seems to be associated with presence of a handful of the genes in blocks 260
Ref1-02 and Ref1-08. We performed a preliminary analysis of the phenotypic differences underlying EG1 by 281 determining the motility, growth rate, and biofilm formation ability ( Figure 6 ) of in 7 EG1.1 282 and 4 EG1.2 strains on laboratory media. We failed to observe differences in swimming or 283
swarming capability under the conditions tested but EG1.2 strains revealed significantly 284 higher biofilm formation ability and faster growth rate than EG1.1 strains (Figure 6b and 6c) , 285 and they revealed rough colony morphology, also an indication of increased biofilm 286 formation, under low salinity (1% NaCl) culture condition (Figure 6c) Bacterial traits such as pathogenicity, host-specificity and antimicrobial resistance naturally 300 attract human attention but less obvious or even cryptic traits might be more important in 301 determining the underlying structure of microbial populations. Studies of coadaptation based 302 on genome sequencing of thousands of isolates have the potential to provide new insight into 303 the ecological forces shaping natural diversity, and how that variation is assembled by 304 individual strains to overcome the manifold challenges involved in colonizing specific niches, 305 such as the human gastrointestinal tract. In other words, these studies provide a unique 306 opportunity to see the world from the point of view of a bacterium. 307
308
We performed a genome wide scan for coadaptation in V. parahaemolyticus, performing 309 pairwise tests for interactions amongst genetic variants and then clustered the significant 310 pairwise interactions into 93 interaction groups. Our analysis demonstrated that genome wide 311 epistasis scans can be used successfully to identify diverse interactions involving both core 312 and accessory genomes but also highlighted unsolved methodological challenges. 313
Firstly, pairwise tests should, at least in principal, have reduced statistical power compared to 315 methods that analyze all of the data at once, such as Direct Coupling Analysis (DCA) (12). 316
However, while there was a strong correlation between DCA and our results for core-genome 317 interactions, DCA failed to identify the clearest, most extensive interaction in our dataset, 318 namely IG1. DCA was designed to identify coupling interactions that take place during 319 protein folding and implicitly entails that pairwise interaction between a given pair of sites 320 make it less likely that other sites will interact with either of them. For many types of 321 interaction, a prior that makes the opposite assumption seems more appropriate, for example 322 because master regulation loci are likely to interact with many different sites. Thus, in order 323 to develop statistical tests that exploit the full power of genomic data, new types of statistical 324 test that search for a more diverse range of interactions would need to be developed. 325 326 Second, distinguishing direct associations -either through gene function or ecology -from 327 those that arise due to mutual correlation with other interacting genes, is a substantial, and 328 largely unaddressed challenge. For the complex interaction groups in our data, the criteria 329 used by ARACNE (15) to remove interactions still left far too many interactions to be 330 interpreted usefully as being causal. We found that hierarchical clustering organized the 331 interactions in a manner that allowed informal interpretation but once again new statistical 332 methodology is needed to facilitate detailed dissection of associations. 333 334 Notwithstanding the unresolved challenges, our results highlight the central role of lateral 335 motility in structuring ecologically significant variation within the species. We also find 336 evidence that interactions move through progressive stages, analogous to differing degrees of 337 In V. parahaemolyticus, it has been possible to distinguish clearly between adaptive 489 processes, reflecting fitness interactions between genes and neutral ones, reflecting clonal and 490 population structure. This has allowed us to provide a description of the landscape of 491 coadaptation, involving multiple simple interactions and a small number of complex ones. 492
We have focused on interactions that generate strong linkage disequilibrium, but weaker and 493 more complex polygenic ones also have the potential to provide biological insight. 494
495
Most bacteria have population structure that deviates more markedly from panmixia (10). In 496 some species this is likely due to smaller effective population sizes, lower recombination 497 rates or mechanistic barriers to genetic exchange between strains. However, coadaptation can 498 itself generate genome-wide linkage disequilibrium that might be difficult to distinguish from 499 clonal or population structure. Because the linkage disequilibrium associated with IG1 is 500 highly localized within the genome, it can, on careful inspection be clearly be attributed to 501 selection, but in other bacteria patterns are likely to be less straightforward, making it 502 challenging to understand to whether adaptive processes drive population structure, or vice 503 versa. Natural selection is the jewel of evolution but distinguishing it from other processes 504 requires in depth understanding of the relevant biology in addition to suitable data and 505 statistical methods. 506 507
Materials and Methods 508
Genomes used in this work 509
Totally 1,103 global V. parahaemolyticus genomes were used in this work (Table S1 ), which 510 also were analyzed in our other studies (8, 10). To reduce clonal signals, we firstly made a 511 22 "non-redundant" dataset of 469 strains, in which no sequence differed by less than 2,000 512 SNPs in the core genome. They were attributed to 4 populations, VppAsia (383 strains), 513 VppX (43), VppUS1 (18) and VppUS2 (21) based on fineSTRUCTURE result (29). We then 514 focused on VppAsia which has more strains, to generate a genome dataset in which strains 515 represent a freely recombining population. We selected 386 genomes from 469 non-516 redundant genome dataset, including all the 383 VppAsia genomes and 3 outgroup genomes 517 which were randomly selected from VppX, VppUS1 and VppUS2 population, respectively. 518
These 386 genomes were used in Chromosome painting and fineSTRUCTURE analysis (29) The copy probability value of each strain at each SNP was generated by Chromosome 526 painting with "-b" option, and the average copying probability value of a given strain group 527 (e.g. EG1.2) at each SNP was used in Figure 4 , 5 and Figure S4 . 528 529
Variation detection, annotation and phylogeny 530
We re-called SNPs for 198 VppAsia genomes by aligning the assembly against reference 531 genome (RIMD 2210633) using MUMmer (30) as previous described (11). Totally 565,466 532 bi-allelic SNPs were identified and 151,957 bi-allelic SNPs with minor allele frequency > 2% 533 were used in coadaptation detection. We re-annotated all the assemblies using Prokka (31), 534 and the annotated results were used in Roray (32) to identify the pan-genome and gene 535 presence/absence, totally 41,052 pan-genes were found and 14,486 accessory genes (present 536 23 in > 2% and < 98% strains) were used in coadaptation detection. The pan-gene protein 537 sequences of Roary were used to BLAST (BLASTP) against COG and KEGG database to get 538 further annotation. 539
540
The Neighbour-joining trees were built by using the TreeBest software 541 (http://treesoft.sourceforge.net/treebest.shtml) based on sequences of concatenated SNPs, and 542 were visualized by using online tool iTOL (33). were separately counted and used in the contingency table to calculate the Fisher exact test P 553 value. It took 3 days to finish all the coadaptation detection in a computer cluster using 21 554 cores and 2 Gb memory. We also used SuperDCA (13) and SpydrPick (14) to detect the 555 coadaptation between SNPs, using the same subset of 198 strains to make the analysis as 556 comparable as possible. SuperDCA is based on direct coupling analysis (DCA) model (12) 557 and has a much faster calculation speed compared with previous DCA methods. However, it 558 still took 25 days to finish the detection by using 32 cores and 86 Gb memory. SpydrPick 559 took one hour to finish the calculation by using 32 cores and 1 Gb memory. 560 561
24
We removed coadaptation pairs with distance less than 3 kb to minimize the influence of 562 physical linkage. All identified SNPs in this study were located in the core genome, therefore 563 the physical distance between SNP pairs can be calculated according to their position in the 564 reference genome. To define the distance between accessory genes, and between SNP and 565 accessory gene, we mapped the sequence of accessory genes against available 19 complete 566 maps of the V. parahaemolyticus genomes to acquire their corresponding position, and then 567 the gene that failed to be found in complete reference genomes were then mapped to the draft 568 genomes. If the accessory genes pair or SNP-accessory gene pair was found located in a 569 same chromosome or same contig of a draft genome, then the distance between paired 570 variants could be counted according to their position in the chromosome or contig. The 571 distance between paired variants that located in different chromosomes or contigs was 572 counted as larger than 3 kb and such pairs were kept in further analysis. Circos (34) was used 573 to visualize the networks of coadaptation SNPs in Figure 1f and Figure S3 . above than 60% coverage on lateral flagella region in V. parahaemolyticus genome and was 582 used in phylogeny rebuilding. We also included three randomly selected strains from EG1.1 583 and EG1.2 respectively for comparison. In total 3,000 SNPs were identified in this region and 584 were used for NJ tree construction. 585
25
Determination of phenotypes 587
Bacteria strains. In the phenotype experiments, totally 11 strains were randomly selected 588 respectively from two EGs that defined by IG1 variants, including 7 EG1.1 strains (B1_10, 589 B1_3, B2_10, B4_8, C1_5, C5_2, C6_5) and 4 EG1.2 strains (B1_1, B3_1, B5_2, C3_10) . 590
The strains stored at -80 °C were inoculated in the thiosulfate citrate bile salts sucrose agar 591 (TCBS) plates by streak plate method. Five clones for each strains were inoculated again in 592
another TCBS plate and then cultured overnight at 30 °C in 3% NaCl-LB broth overnight and 593 used for the following assays. 
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